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Abstract—Wireless local area network (WLAN) systems are
widely implemented today to provide hot-spot coverage. Operated
typically in an infrastructure mode, each WLAN is managed
by an access point (AP). Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are
employed for the purpose of extending the wireless coverage scope
by interconnecting the underlying AP nodes. The capability and
performance behavior of the WMN can further be upgraded by
using multiple communications channels and by having more
capable nodes use multiple radio modules. In this paper, we
present a fully distributed multiradio backbone synthesis algo-
rithm, which serves to construct a mesh backbone network of
APs. We assume more capable nodes, such as APs, to be equipped
with two radio modules, while less capable nodes employ a single
radio module. Multihop communications among distant client
stations take place in accordance with a routing algorithm that
uses the mesh backbone to establish inter-WLAN routes. The
presented backbone construction algorithm and the associated
on-demand backbone-based routing mechanism are shown to
improve the system’s delay-throughput performance, as well as its
asynchronous and distributed behavior in a stable fashion.

Index Terms—Backbone, connected dominating set (CDS),
topology control, wireless mesh network (WMN).

I. INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK (WLAN) sys-
tems are widely implemented today to provide hot spot

coverage. Operated typically in an infrastructure mode, each
WLAN is managed by an access point (AP). Wireless mesh net-
works (WMN) [1] are considered for the purpose of extending
wireless coverage. A WMN involves a wireless mesh backbone
network (BNet) that serves to interconnect AP nodes. In large
part, currently implemented WLANs operate with physical- and
MAC-layer protocols that follow the IEEE 802.11 standard [2].
The 802.11s [3] working group has been formed to study and
propose recommendations for a wireless-based extended ser-
vice set (ESS) that provides for wider area communications
among distributed clients.

The use of multiple radio modules at a device and multiple
communications channels to aid the performance of WMNs has
also been considered. It is shown in [4] that using multiple ra-
dios in a collaborative manner dramatically improves system
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performance over traditional single radio systems in terms of
power control, capacity enhancement, mobility management,
channel failure recovery, and last-hop packet scheduling be-
havior. In addition, a new routing metric, expected transmis-
sion time (ETT), for multiradio multihop WMN environment
is proposed in [13]. This new routing metric is implemented
in the multiradio link-quality source routing (MR-LQSR) pro-
tocol, which is shown to achieve good performance in a het-
erogeneous multiradio environment. The popularity of WLAN
products has led to significant price drops, so that the use of two
or more radio modules at a device is becoming economically
feasible.

In a WMN, a node may be designed to perform as an AP, and
is thus identified as a “physical AP.” Other devices (including
laptops, hand held computers, and others) can also be outfitted
with software that enables them to operate as AP stations. Such
a station is then identified as a “soft AP.” Both stations are iden-
tified by us as AP nodes.

For the configuration presented in this paper, we assume that
an AP node is equipped with two radio modules: a high-power
radio module that is used typically for communications with
other AP nodes on a high-power communications channel; and
a low-power radio module typically for communications with
non-AP client nodes on a low-power communications channel.
Each channel can be operated at its selected data rate and link
ranges by configuring its physical-layer operation. On the other
hand, we assume that non-AP stations employ only a single low-
power radio module and only communicate on the low-power
communication channel. The AP nodes are assumed to be much
more capable in terms of computation, processing, routing, and
transmission capabilities. The size of the operational area is as-
sumed to be finite and the connectivity graph is a geometric unit
disk graph for each channel.

The concept and characteristics of the mobile backbone net-
work (MBN) architecture are described in [17]. Following this
approach, a multitier hierarchical architecture is constructed and
employed for routing messages in a mobile ad hoc wireless net-
work. Under the MBN protocol, nodes are classified into two
categories: backbone capable nodes (BCNs) and regular nodes
(RNs), based on their respective computation, processing, en-
ergy resource, and transmission capabilities. A backbone net-
work (BNet) is formed by dynamically electing BCNs to act
as backbone nodes (BNs) which interconnect with neighboring
BNs to form backbone links. In general, the MBN is designed
so that it involves a sufficient but not excessive number of back-
bone nodes, while providing high coverage. The collection of a
BN with its client nodes form an access network (ANet) man-
aged by the underlying BN. A node that is not elected to serve
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Fig. 1. Mesh BNet topology. The black circles represent the APs that have been
elected by the MR-BSA scheme to serve as BNs, while gray circles represent
nonbackbone AP nodes (they remain BCNs). The subnetwork that consists of
black circles interconnected by thick solid lines represents the BNet. Each ANet
is identified using a dotted circle.

as a BN proceeds to associate with a nearby preferred BN. In
conjunction with the synthesis of a BNet, an MBN-based on-
demand routing scheme is proposed in [19].

In comparing the backbone synthesis roles played by the
nodes in the mesh network studied in this paper, with those of
nodes in the MBN model, we note that the mesh network AP
nodes are analogous to backbone-capable nodes, while non-AP
nodes act as RNs. Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of the WMN
under consideration. We note that certain AP nodes are elected
by the backbone synthesis algorithm to serve as BNs. For a
given BN, the BCNs and RNs (AP and non-AP nodes) that are
associated with this BN are identified as its client nodes.

In this paper, we present a scalable, fully distributed mul-
tiradio backbone synthesis algorithm (MR-BSA) that is used
for constructing and maintaining a BNet, which consists of
APs acting as BNs that cover remaining nodes. The MR-BSA
scheme presented here guarantees the construction of a con-
nected BNet whose size only depends on the size of the area
of operation and is independent of the number of network
nodes, . The MR-BSA scheme converges in a period of time
that is also independent of , i.e., of constant order.
The MR-BSA scheme involves a control message size that
is of the order (versus ) of per node. Moreover, the
presented backbone synthesis algorithm and its employment by
the presented routing mechanism are shown to reduce routing
overhead and to provide scalable and efficient operation for the
wireless network. We also present extensive comparisons of
the performance behavior of the network under MR-BSA with
those exhibited by other backbone-based network operations,
and with that obtained from a flat-hierarchy oriented on-de-
mand ad hoc routing scheme.

II. RELATED WORK

An algorithm that constructs a connected dominating set
(CDS) can be employed to synthesize the backbone layout. A
dominating set problem in graph theory entails the finding of a
subset of nodes with the following property: each node is either
in the dominating set, or is adjacent to a node in the dominating

set. Based on the assumptions made in this paper, considering
the special case under which all nodes are BCNs, the MR-BSA
scheme presented here provides for the distributed and asyn-
chronous construction of a CDS across the high-power channel.
Finding a minimum CDS (MCDS) is NP-hard, hence, intense
effort has been invested recently for the design of efficient
distributed CDS construction algorithms. These algorithms can
be divided into two categories: 1) size-efficient algorithms and
2) time-efficient algorithms.

Size-Efficient Algorithms [5]–[8], [20]: In general, size-
efficient algorithms use two phases to construct a CDS: clus-
tering, and finding gateways to connect the clusterheads. The
elected clusterheads and gateways form a CDS. In the clustering
phase, the basic idea used by such algorithms is as follows:
Initially, all nodes are white. When a white node finds itself
having the highest degree/ID among all its white neighbors,
it becomes a clusterhead and colors itself black. All its white
neighbors join in the cluster and change their color to gray.
This process continues until there are no white nodes. The
clusterheads form an independent set, i.e., a dominating set in
which any pair of nodes are nonadjacent. This process suffers
from a sequential propagation problem which leads to a long
convergence time of the order of .

The second phase is to connect the clusterheads. Under
certain protocols, e.g., [5] and [6], every node includes in its
periodically broadcasted Hello message, only its neighboring
clusterhead list. Hence, the Hello message length is proven to
be of the order of , independent of , and the control
message complexity is also proven to be of order per
node. In comparison, the algorithm proposed in [7] requires
at least total messages and each message length is
of the order of , yielding message complexity of order

per node. On the other hand, the algorithm proposed
in [8] requires messages and each message length is of
the order of (where is the maximum nodal degree in
the network), exhibiting message complexity of order
per node. While [5]–[8] exhibit algorithm convergence
time, the algorithm proposed in [20] is shown to converge in

rounds. Though the algorithms presented in [5]–[8]
and [20] were shown to have constant approximation ratio,
where the approximation ratio represents the ratio of the BNet
size to the size of the MCDS. The long convergence time and
the synchronized sequential phase-by-phase character of the
operation impair the practicality of this type of CDS construc-
tion algorithms.

Time-Efficient Algorithms [9]–[12]: Some time-efficient
algorithms (such as those presented in [9] and [10]) are also
executed in two phases: clustering and connecting the cluster-
heads. The main difference is in the clustering phase: a node
claims itself as a clusterhead if it finds itself to have the highest
degree/ID in its one-hop neighborhood or if it has the highest
degree/ID in comparison with weights exhibited by nodes that
reside in one of its one-hop neighbor’s one-hop neighborhood.
Thus, the elected clusterheads do not form an independent
set. This design ensures that the clustering phase converges
in constant time. The CDS construction algorithms proposed
in [11] and [12] take a different approach. The construction
has two phases: a marking process to generate a CDS with
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rich connectivity and followed by the application of pruning
rules (Rule 1, Rule 2 [11], and Rule , [12]). Execution of the
marking process and pruning rules can be done in time.
In general, one-hop neighbor list exchanges are required for
time-efficient algorithms (such as those presented in [10]–[12]),
inducing message lengths of the order of . The “core
network” topology management algorithm proposed in [9]
requires two-hop neighborhood data exchange, yielding
message complexity per node.

We observe that the time-efficient algorithms noted above do
not construct a CDS whose size has a constant approximation
ratio to the size of the MCDS. The size of the BNet derived
by the algorithm presented in [12] is proved there to be char-
acterized by a “probabilistic bound,” so that the average size is
bounded by a constant value; yet, such a bound does not apply
for certain outlier cases.

The extended MBN topology synthesis algorithm (ETSA)
presented in [18] assumes each node to have a single radio and
all nodes to operate at the same frequency band. This scheme
also converges in constant time and size of the constructed BNet
is also characterized a probabilistic bound. Thus, the average
size of the BNet is bounded by a constant value that is inde-
pendent of . In turn, the size of the BNet constructed by the
MR-BSA scheme proposed in this paper is strictly bounded by
a constant value.

For -clustering algorithms such as those presented in
[14]–[16], each node is either a clusterhead or is at most hops
from a clusterhead. The value of is a design parameter of
the algorithm. The algorithm proposed in [14] selects gateway
nodes to connect clusterheads. In turn, the algorithm presented
in [15] constructs a multilayer hierarchy of clusterheads (e.g.,
the clusterheads of layer 1 are the cluster members of layer
2) but involves no election of gateway nodes. Upper bounds
on communication overhead for -clustering algorithms are in-
vestigated in [16]. In general, the gateway selection procedure
employed by -clustering algorithms demands a higher level
of computational and communications overhead than those re-
quired by CDS construction algorithms. The scheme proposed
in this paper includes a multihop association algorithm that is
applied across the low-power channel. No gateway nodes are
selected and no multilayer clustering process is undertaken by
the MR-BSA scheme since intercluster traffic flows are car-
ried across the BNet using the high-power communications
channel.

Note that all of the above mentioned backbone formation al-
gorithms have been designed for an ad hoc network in which all
nodes use a single radio module that is operated across a single
common frequency band.

III. MULTIRADIO BACKBONE SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM

(MR-BSA)

As stated in Section I, we assume that each BCN is equipped
with two radio modules: a high-power and a low-power radio
module. All BCNs (in BCN or BN status) operate on the
same two channels—the high-power and the low-power chan-
nels. RNs have only one low-power radio and operate on the
low-power channel.

Every node has two timers: Short Timer and Long Timer.
There is no time synchronization required between nodes.
Every node can join the network anywhere at anytime.

Whenever the Short Timer expires at a node, the node broad-
casts a Hello message to its direct neighbors on the high- and
low-power channels (if a BCN or BN), or just on the low-power
channel (RNs). A Hello message sent on the high-power channel
contains the node’s ID, status, weight, associated BN ID, and its
“BN neighbor list” based on its local high-power channel con-
nectivity graph. A Hello message sent on the low-power channel
contains the node’s ID, status, weight, associated BN ID, its
“predecessor node ID,” and the “number of hops to its associ-
ated BN” based on the node’s local low-power channel connec-
tivity graph. The weight of a node can be based on its degree,
capability, or on some stability measure. In the following, we
often use comparison of nodal weights to determine the node
with the highest weight. It is possibly that there may be sev-
eral such nodes. In this case, we use nodal ID to break the tie.
Henceforth, the use of such a tie breaker is incorporated into the
weight comparison process.

When a node, say node , receives a Hello message from a
neighboring node , node updates node ’s entry in its (node

’s) neighbor list record and increases the number of Hello
messages received from by 1. Whenever the Long Timer ex-
pires at node , node revisits its neighbor list record and
removes those neighbors that did not receive a sufficiently
large number of Hello messages from. If node successfully
receives a sufficiently large number of Hello messages from
node , it assumes that the link between node and is ac-
tive. A BCN keeps a separate neighbor list for each channel.
In accordance with its type, node , then proceeds to execute
the following operations: A RN executes the association al-
gorithm on the low-power channel. A BCN runs the associa-
tion algorithm on both high- and low-power channels and the
BCN-to-BN conversion algorithms on the high-power channel.
A BN executes the BN-to-BCN conversion algorithm across the
high-power channel.

The duration of the Short Timer period is selected so that it
is longer than the time it takes to transmit multiple medium
access control (MAC) frames to provide high link utilization,
while the Long Timer period is selected to be several times of
the Short Timer period and somewhat shorter than the mobility
time constant (to allow capturing topology changes promptly).

Through periodic Hello message exchange, each BCN learns
its one-hop neighborhood and two-hop BN neighborhood across
the high-power channel. All nodes, BCNs and RNs, learn their
one-hop neighborhood across the low-power channel. We note
that a node does not learn its complete two-hop neighborhood,
as assumed by typical CDS construction algorithms.

The election of backbone nodes among BCNs using our algo-
rithms depends only on the high-power local connectivity graph
layout. Under our algorithm, the high-power channel is utilized
to ensure the connectivity of the BNet. A BN can serve as a BN
Type A node (identifies as BN A), as a BN Type B node (BN B),
or as a BN Type C node (BN C). BN A nodes are elected for
covering their neighboring BCN nodes. BN B or BN C nodes
are elected to connect the BN A nodes. The notations used in
the rest of this paper are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Fig. 2. MBN topology—BNs: black circles; BCNs: gray circles: RNs: white
circles. (a) High-power channel topology. (b) Low-power channel topology.

A. Association Algorithm

On the high-power channel, every BCN has to associate with
a BN A node that is its direct neighbor [Fig. 2(a)]. On the low-
power channel, every BCN and RN has to associate with a BN
through a multihop path [Fig. 2(b)]. Thus, the association algo-
rithm consists of two components.

1) Single-Hop Association Across the High-Power Channel:
Based on the neighborhood connectivity of the high-power
channel, a BCN tries to identify a BN A node with highest
weight in its one-hop neighborhood to associate with. If no
neighboring BN A is detected, the node attempts to associate

with a BN B or a BN C node that has no BN A neighbor—again
selecting among them the one with highest weight. If no neigh-
boring BN is detected, the node attempts to associate with a
BCN—selecting among all its neighboring BCNs that do not
have a BN A neighbor, including itself, the one with the highest
weight. This selected node is then identified as its associated
BN in the Hello messages that it subsequently periodically
issues. When a BCN or BN receives a Hello message indicating
itself as the associated BN, it proceeds to include this node in
its client list.

2) Multihop Association Across the Low-Power Channel:
Based on the neighborhood connectivity across the low-power
channel, a BCN or RN will try to find a BN among its neighbors
with highest weight to associate with. If no neighboring BN
is detected, the node attempts to identify a BCN or RN node

—selecting among all its neighboring non-BNs, the one that
has the smallest hop count for a path leading to a BN. This
selected node will serve as its predecessor (on the shortest path
from its associated BN). This selected node is identified as
its predecessor in the Hello messages that it subsequently peri-
odically issues. When a BCN or RN receives a Hello message
from the low-power channel indicating itself as the predecessor,
it proceeds to include this node in its client list.

B. BCN to BN Conversion Algorithm

The BCN-to-BN conversion algorithm executes based only
on high-power channel neighborhood information. Since every
BCN has to associate with a BN A neighbor, a BN A node
that is connected to backbone nodes that are three hops away
(through intermediate nodes) must be connected to a BN A node
that is either two hops or three hops away. Consequently, in eval-
uating ways to connect two BN A nodes, it is sufficient to con-
sider only such (BN A) nodes that are either two or three hops
away from each other. A BN B node serves to connect a pair of
BN A nodes that are two hops away, and a pair of BN C nodes
serves to connect a pair of BN A nodes that are three hops away,
as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

Such a conversion will take place if any of the following con-
ditions (examined in order) are satisfied at a BCN : (To pre-
vent excessive conversion, BCN does not examine conditions
(2)–(4) if its number of BN neighbors has been increased by at
least one in the previous Long Timer period).

1) Client coverage condition (to serve as a BN A node if sat-
isfied): BCN has no BN A neighbor, ,
and (i) BCN has received at least one association re-
quest in the previous Long Timer period, , or
(ii) BCN has the highest weight among its BCN neigh-
bors that has no BN A neighbor,

.
2) Local two-hop BN A connection condition (to serve as a

BN B node): At least a pair of BCN ’s BN A neighbors,
say BN and BN , do not connect
to each other directly or through a common BN neighbor,

and:
i) there does not exist a pair of BN neighbors

, such that and ;
ii)

.
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3) Local two-hop BN A and BN C connection condition (to
serve as a BN C node): At least one of BCN ’s BN A
neighbors and one of BCN ’s BN C neighbors, say BN
and BN and:

i) there does not exist a pair of BN neighbors
, such that and ;

ii)
.

4) Local three-hop BN A connection condition (to serve as
a BN C node): At least one of BCN ’s BN A neighbors
and one of BCN ’s BCN neighbors, say BN and BCN

and:
i) there does not exist a pair of BN neighbors

, such that and ,
and,

ii) there does not exists a BCN , such that
and .

C. BN to BCN Conversion Algorithm

The BN-to-BCN conversion algorithm executes based only
on the high-power channel neighborhood information.

Such a conversion may take place if all of the following con-
ditions (examined in order) are satisfied at a BN .

1) Client coverage condition (stays as a BN A node if not
satisfied): either (i) , and

or (ii) and either (a) or
(b) and .

2) Local three-hop BN A connection (stays as a BN C node if
not satisfied): For any one of BN ’s BN neighbors and one
of BN ’s BCN neighbors, say BN and BCN , where
any of the following is true:

i) and ;
ii) there exists BN and

;
iii) there exists a pair of BN neighbors of BN

and .
3) Local two-hop BN A and BN C connection (stays as a

BN C node if not satisfied): For any one of BN ’s BN A
neighbor and one of BN ’s BN C neighbor, say BN and
BN , where any of the following is true:

i) are directly connected to each other and either
or ;

ii) ;
iii) and .

4) Local two-hop BN A connection (stays as a BN B node if
not satisfied): For any pair of BN ’s BN A neighbors, say
BN and BN , where any of the following is true:

i) are directly connected to each other and either
or ;

ii) ;
iii) and .

IV. MULTIRADIO MBN ON-DEMAND ROUTING

On-demand routing protocols for ad hoc networks such
as ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) and dynamic

source routing (DSR) instruct a source that initiates a flow to
discover a source-destination route across the network. For this
purpose, route request (RREQ) packets are broadcasted across
the entire network. All the nodes are involved in forwarding
RREQ packets. When a request packet reaches the destination,
a reply is returned (usually over multiple hops) and a route
is set. Clearly, this by itself is not a scalable approach. As
the network size grows, or when the network contains a high
density of nodes, the high traffic intensity caused by the control
message overhead corresponding with the high rate of RREQ
broadcast messaging flows can result in significant demand on
link capacity resources, leaving insufficient residual capacity
for transmission of data packets.

Based on the MBN structure described above, we define an
on-demand multiradio mobile backbone network routing (MR-
MBNR) protocol that employs the synthesized mobile back-
bone for route discovery purposes. We propose two versions
of the MR-MBNR algorithm, identified as MR-MBNR-1 and
MR-MBNR-2.

Under MR-MBNR-1, only BNs forward RREQ packets
across both channels; predecessor nodes (BCNs or RNs that
have clients) forward RREQ packets only across the low-power
channels. In this way, source and destination nodes that reside
in different ANets use a route that contains a segment that
traverses the BNet.

In MR-MBNR-2, we introduce the concept of boundary
nodes which are used to discover shorter routes between nodes
that are members of neighboring ANets across the low-power
channel. Under the MR-MBNR-2 scheme, similarly, only BNs
forward RREQ packets across both channels; but both pre-
decessor nodes and boundary nodes forward RREQ packets
across low-power channels. A nonpredecessor BCN or RN
node is defined as a boundary node if node has at least
one BCN or RN neighbor associated with a BN different from
node ’s associated BN, and node has at most one BN A
neighbor. Note that the above definition of a boundary node is
based only on the local connectivity graph of the low-power
channel.

Thus, under the MR-MBNR-1 scheme, route discovery takes
place across the BNet using the high-power channel, and across
the involved ANets (through predecessor nodes) using the low-
power channels. Such a discovery process is also followed by
the MR-MBNR-2 scheme, but it is further supplemented with
a process that attempts to discover certain inter-ANet routes
across low-power channels by using boundary nodes.

Thus, under MR-MBNR-2, a source node may find a route
to a destination node that is located in a neighboring ANet that
does not have to traverse the BNet, or that only partially includes
BNet path segments that are supplemented by possible multihop
ANet path segments. In this manner, communications capacity
resources of the low-power channels can be better exploited.
Our simulation studies confirm that a higher throughput level
is attained under MR-MBNR-2.

For comparison purposes, we use a multiradio AODV type
operation (denoted as MR-AODV). Under this scheme, each
node acts to forward RREQ messages across all of its attached
communications channel interfaces. The discovered route can
employ different bands along different path links.
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V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we carry out an analysis to characterize three
key features of our MR-BSA: BNet size, control message over-
head, and the algorithm convergence time. These performance
features are analyzed under: 1) initialization, when no BNs have
yet been elected and 2) when connectivity changes are incurred,
e.g., due to nodal mobility or link/node failure events. In ei-
ther case, for analysis simplification, we assume that the nodal
speeds are such that no further links are broken or formed during
the time that the MR-BSA scheme proceeds to adapt to topology
changes. We also assume that the number and the distribution
of nodes is such that, for the high-power channel, the subnet-
work that contains only BCNs is topologically connected; for
the low-power channel, the subnetwork containing BCNs and
RNs is also topologically connected.

A. The Size of the BNet

Based on BCN-to-BN conversion condition 1), a node is not
elected as a BN A if it has any BN A neighbor. Moreover, if two
or more BN A nodes become neighbors due to nodal movement,
the rules used by our BN-to-BCN algorithm will induce the con-
version of redundant BN A nodes to BN B or BN C status, or
cause their conversions to BCN status. Thus, following a (typ-
ically small) transient period, we will note that BN A nodes
elected by our algorithm are nonadjacent to each other. The fol-
lowing result states that a non-BN A node can have up to five
BN A neighbors.

Lemma 1: Every non-BN A node has at least one and at most
five BN Type A neighbors.

Proof: Upon the completion of the MR-BSA scheme,
every BCN is associated with a BN A node according to the
association algorithm and BCN-to-BN conversion condition
1). Also, BCN-to-BN conversion conditions 2)–4) ensure that
every BN B or BN C has at least one neighboring BN A.
Thus, every non-BN A node has at least one BN A neighbor.
Consider such a non-BN A node, say node . We let C
denote the circle (and the corresponding disk) whose center is
at and whose radius is equal to , where represents the
transmission range of the high-power radio. Since all BN A
nodes are mutually nonadjacent with each other, the distance
between any two BN A nodes residing in C needs to be
larger than . One readily applies this geometric constraint
to conclude that there can be only up to five BN A nodes that
reside in C , and thus node can only have up to five BN A
neighbors.

Following Lemma 1, we note that the number of BN A neigh-
bors per node is upper bounded by five. Hence, the number of
BN A nodes located in a disk centered at a node whose radius
is equal to , where is an arbitrary real number, is
upper bounded by the constant . Thus, is equal
to 20 and is equal to 45. In the following, we show that the
number of BN B and BN C neighbors of a BN A node is also
upper bounded.

Lemma 2: The number of BN Type B and C neighbors of a
BN Type A node is upper bounded by a constant that is equal to

.

Proof: We select an arbitrary BN A node . If there is a
BN B node residing in ’s coverage disk, it is used for con-
necting with another BN A node that is located two hops away
from node . According to BCN-to-BN conversion condition
2) and BN-to-BCN conversion condition 4), at most one BN B
node is selected to connect a pair of BN A nodes that are two
hops away. Consider next the situation under which there exists
a BN C node in ’s coverage disk that is used for providing a
connecting path for with a BN A that is three hops away from

. According to BCN-to-BN conversion conditions 3), 4), and
BN-to-BCN conversion conditions 2), 3), at most two pairs of
BN C nodes are selected to connect these BN A nodes. Among
those BN C nodes, at most two nodes are BN A ’s neighbors.
Thus, the number of BN B and BN C nodes that are neighbors
of node is bounded by .

We note that generally the upper bound established by
Lemma 2 is quite loose since the algorithm actually allows a
node to serve as a BN Type B or C for multiple pairs of BN A
nodes at the same time.

Lemma 3: The number of BN Type B and C neighbors of a
BN Type B or C node is upper bounded by a constant that is
equal to .

Proof: We randomly select a BN B or BN C node . A
BN B node in ’s coverage disk is for connecting a pair of BN A
nodes that are in the disk centered at with radius 2 . A BN C
node in ’s coverage disk connects directly to a BN A node that is
in the disk centered at with radius 2 and connects to a BN A
node (through another BN C node) that is in the disk centered at
with radius 3 . Thus, the number of BN Type B and C neighbors
of a BN Type B or C node is upper bounded by .

Using the results in the Lemmas, we conclude the following.
Theorem 1: The size of the BNet constructed by the MR-BSA

scheme is upper bounded by a constant value that depends only
on the size of the operational area and the transmission range
of the high-power radio, and is independent of the number of
network nodes.

Proof: Following Lemmas 1–3, the number of BN neigh-
bors of a BN A node is upper bounded by . Upon com-
pletion of the MR-BSA scheme, we note that every BCN is as-
sociated with a BN A node across the high-power channel and
is located inside its associated BN’s coverage disk. If we ran-
domly choose a BCN, there are no more than BNs
(including the associated BN itself) within its associated BN’s
coverage disk. Hence, the total number of BNs in the network is
upper bounded by , where repre-
sents the size of the operational area and represents the trans-
mission range of the high-power radio. Therefore, we conclude
that the size of the BNet synthesized by the MR-BSA scheme
depends only on the size of the operational area and the trans-
mission range of the high-power radio, and is independent of
the total number of nodes, , or the nodal density.

We note that the upper bound presented here is intended for
use in proving the scalability of our algorithm. More detailed
mathematical analyses may provide tighter approximations for
the calculation of the number of BN neighbors of a BCN. Our
simulations have shown that the number of BN neighbors per
node is typically lower than ten, with 99% certainty, indepen-
dent of the nodal density.
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It has been known that the size of a MCDS is linearly propor-
tional to the operational area size, as we have shown above is the
case for our constructed BNet. Thus, we conclude the following.

Corollary 1: The approximation factor representing the
asymptotic (versus the number of nodes ) ratio of the size
of the BNet constructed by the MR-BSA and the size of the
involved MCDS is of order .

B. Message Overhead

Theorem 2: The length of each control message employed
by the MR-BSA scheme is upper bounded by a constant that is
independent of the number of network nodes.

Proof: RNs use Hello messages that are each of fixed
length. BCNs and BNs include the “BN Neighbor List” in their
Hello messages, leading to a variable Hello message length.
Based on Lemmas 2 and 3, the number of BN neighbors of a
node is bounded by a constant number. We thus conclude that
the size of each Hello message is bounded by a number whose
value is independent of the number of nodes.

Every node sends a Hello message at a fixed rate, i.e., one
such message per Short Timer period. We thus conclude that
the control message complexity of MR-BSA is of constant order

per node.

C. Convergence and Time Complexity

Theorem 3: The convergence time of the MR-BSA scheme is
bounded by a constant value that is independent of the number
of nodes in the network. Furthermore, the convergence time is
upper bounded by cycles.

Proof: Assume that all BCNs are initially set to be
in BCN state. Following the second cycle

, every node has learned the iden-
tity of the nodes in its one-hop neighborhood, as well as of the
nodes in its two-hop neighborhood that are BNs. Using this
information, a BCN that needs to convert to a BN and serves
as a BN A proceeds to do so. This process takes at most two
cycles to complete because the BN A nodes are nonadjacent to
each other. In the worst case, a BCN that needs to convert to
a BN and serves as a BN B or BN C node may need to wait
for its neighboring nodes to convert to BNs one-by-one (one
per cycle) before the original BCN can proceed with its own
conversion. Thus, this process may take up to
cycles to finish.

After the basic backbone topology is formed, the BNet re-
duction (or pruning) processes take place. Some BNs may con-
vert back to BCNs, as dictated by the specified BN redundancy
check condition. This process takes only one cycle. Further-
more, the reduction operation does not disrupt the connectivity
of the BNet. Hence, no further BCN-to-BN conversions will be
triggered.

For any BCN or RN that does not have a BN neighbor across
the low-power channel, it has to identify a predecessor BCN
or RN—selecting among all its neighboring BCNs and RNs,
the one that has the smallest hop count for a path leading to
a BN. Assume this selected path toward its associated BN is

-hops long. The time it takes for this process to converge is
cycles. The maximum value of depends on the high-power

and low-power radio transmission range ratio, i.e., ,
where is a constant value that is independent of .

Therefore, we conclude that the convergence time of the
MR-BSA is bounded by a constant value, ,
which is independent of the number of nodes in the network.

VI. PERFORMANCE BEHAVIOR

The simulation models used for performance evaluation in
this paper were implemented in the QualNet v3.6.1 simulation
environment. The distributed coordination function (DCF) of
IEEE 802.11 is used as the MAC-layer protocol. The channel
data rate is set to 2 Mb/s. In this case, the radio transmission
range is about 300 m according to the simulator. We set here
the weight of each node to its nodal degree. The Short Timer is
set to 2 s, while the Long Timer is set to 6 s. Each run spans 300 s
of simulation time, and the results have been averaged over five
randomly generated topologies.

A. BNet Performance Features

In this set of experiments, we model a static WMN that
consists of 100–500 BCNs that are randomly placed in a
1500 m 1500 m operational area. The transmit power for
the low-power radio is set to 3 dBm. We vary the high-power
radio’s transmit power from 6 to 15 dBm. The notation “Hx”
in the figures represents the results obtained from setting the
high-power radio TX power to dBm. The simulation results
are shown in Fig. 3.

We observe that the size of the BNet constructed by the
MR-BSA scheme stays almost the same when the number of
network nodes increases from 100 to 500 nodes. The BNet con-
sists of about 35 nodes when the TX power of the high-power
radio is set to 15 dBm, about 50 nodes when the TX power of
the high-power radio is set to 10 dBm, and about 80 nodes when
the TX power of the high-power radio is set to 6 dBm. Note
that when there are less than 300 nodes and the TX power of
the high-power radio is set to 6 dBm, the network is considered
to be very sparse, and in this case, the BNet size increases when
the total number of nodes in the network is increased. The size
of the BNet saturates when there are over 300 nodes in the
network.

Since the area of operation is fixed, we observe that the size
of the BNet decreases when the TX power of the high-power
radio is increased. This confirms the analysis carried out in Sec-
tion V-A. The size of the BNet synthesized by the MR-BSA
scheme depends only on the size of the operational area and the
transmission range of the high-power radio, and is independent
of the total number of nodes residing in the area of operation
or the nodal density.

Note that the convergence time of our MR-BSA scheme as
shown here is independent of the specific values we choose
for the Short Timer and Long Timer, since we present the con-
vergence time results [in Fig. 3(b)] in terms of the number of
Long Timer periods. The simulation results show that, on av-
erage, the MR-BSA scheme converges in ten cycles, and is in-
dependent of the number of nodes in the network or nodal den-
sity. When the transmit power of the high-power radio is at the
high end (15 dBm), it takes slightly longer for the MR-BSA
to converge due to the multihop association process that takes
place across the low-power channel. As shown in Fig. 3(c), it
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Fig. 3. Performance behaviors of a static mesh network that consists of 100–500 BCNs. (a) BNet size. (b) Algorithm convergence time (in terms of the number
of cycles; 1 cycle = 1 Long Timer periods). (c) Maximum number of hops to a BN across the low-power channel. (d) Hello message rate per node.

takes more hops for a client to reach a BN across the low-power
channel if the transmit power of the high-power radio is higher.

We observe that the per node Hello message rate [as shown
in Fig. 3(d)] induced by the MR-BSA scheme stays at a very
low level (0.2–0.3 kb/s), while the number of nodes in the net-
work increases from 100 to 500 nodes. As noted in Section V-B,
the length of the control messages issued by MR-BSA only de-
pends on the number of BN neighbors per node, and the number
of BN neighbors is upper bounded by a constant value that is in-
dependent of the total number of network nodes and the nodal
density. We also observe that the Hello message rate is also
slightly higher when the TX power of the high-power radio is
set to a higher value. With higher TX power, the subnetwork
of the high-power channel becomes denser, in the sense that
nodes may have a couple more BN neighbors. The number of
BN neighbors is still bounded by a constant that is independent
of nodal density, however.

B. Throughput Performance Features

In the following experiments, we model a static WMN con-
sisting of 400 nodes randomly placed in a 1500 m 1500 m
operational area. There are 25 simultaneous UDP traffic flows
associated with randomly selected source and destination nodes.

The interarrival time of packets follows an exponential distribu-
tion with an average interarrival time ranging from 0.07 to 1 s,
and the packet size is set to 512 bytes, leading to an offered load
ranging from 102.4 kb/s to 1.46 Mb/s.

1) Throughput Performance of MR-BSA: In this set of ex-
periments, we model a static WMN that consists of 300 BCNs
and 100 RNs (400 nodes in total) that are randomly placed in
the given operational area. The transmit power is set to 3 dBm
for the low-power radio and 15 dBm for the high-power radio.
The performance results of two versions of the MR-MBNR pro-
tocol, MR-MBNR-1 and MR-MBNR-2, and AODV are shown
in Fig. 4.

The data delivery ratio for the AODV trials starts to drop
dramatically when the offered traffic load exceeds 900 kb/s,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). This is a consequence of the flat-archi-
tecture-based routing approach of AODV, in which all nodes
are involved in forwarding RREQ packets. The high rate of
generated RREQ packets [as shown in Fig. 4(c)] imposes a
network overload, which leads to the observed throughput
degradation. On the other hand, the data delivery ratios of the
MR-MBNR schemes begin to drop gradually from 900 kb/s
since the rate of RREQ packet generation is kept at a low
level. Under MR-MBNR-1, the low-power channel is unable to
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Fig. 4. Throughput performance behaviors of a static mesh network that consists of 400 nodes. (a) Data delivery ratio. (b) Average end-to-end delay. (c) Number
of RREQ forwarded. (d) Average path length.

provide sufficient capacity enhancement for the system since
the RREQ packets are only distributed within each ANet across
the low-power channel. Under MR-MBNR-2, we introduce the
concept of boundary nodes which are used to discover shorter
routes between nodes that are members of neighboring ANets
across the low-power channel. Thus, a source node may find a
route to a destination node that is located in a neighboring ANet
that does not have to traverse the BNet, or that only partially
includes BNet path segments that are supplemented by possible
multihop ANet path segments. Under MR-MBNR-2, the com-
munications capacity resources of both high- and low-power
channels can be well exploited. An excellent throughput level
is attained, yielding a system capacity that is over twice that of
the single radio system (results presented in Section VI-B2).

We also observe that the average path length under
the MR-MBNR-2 scheme is shorter than that under the
MR-MBNR-1 scheme, as shown in Fig. 4(d). The longer
average path length along with the lack of capacity contributes
to the poor end-to-end delay performance of the MR-MBNR-1
scheme. Note that delay performance is defined and is mea-
sured only for delivered packets. The results presented here
well demonstrate the ability of the algorithm presented in this

paper to take advantage of a situation where certain nodes in the
network have two radio interfaces. The capacity of the system
is improved and scalable and robust operation is obtained.

One would expect that lower transmit power may increase the
spatial reuse factor so that the overall network capacity will in-
crease. However, we observe that this capacity enhancement ef-
fect is relatively small because the traffic pattern employed here
is uniform (the source and destination nodes are randomly dis-
tributed across the network). The capacity enhancement effect
would be much more obvious if traffic sources and their respec-
tive destinations are located in close geographical proximity of
each other.

2) Performance Comparison: In this set of experiments, we
model a static WMN that consists of 400 BCNs that are ran-
domly placed in the given operational area.

For performance comparison purpose, we have also imple-
mented the ETSA [18], as well as Dai and Wu’s [12] CDS for-
mation algorithm. For fair comparison, ETSA and Dai and Wu’s
algorithm are also configured to send out a Hello message every
Short Timer period and to execute the backbone formation al-
gorithm every Long Timer period. A Hello message sent by Dai
and Wu’s algorithm consists of the “one-hop neighbor list” (as
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison between ETSA, Dai and Wu’s algorithm, and MR-BSA (all nodes operate on a single channel). (a) BNet size. (b) Hello message
rate per node. (c) Data delivery ratio.

the bulk of CDS construction algorithms), while a Hello mes-
sage issued by ETSA only consists of the “one-hop BN neighbor
list.”

Note that both ETSA and Dai and Wu’s algorithm assume
each node to have a single radio and which all operate on a
single channel. Thus, for a fair comparison in this set of sim-
ulation studies, we assume each BCN only has one high-power
radio and only executes the parts of the algorithm that take place
across the high-power channel. Under the MBNR protocol (as
described in Section IV), only BNs (elected by MR-BSA) for-
ward RREQ packets. For a fair comparison, a similar approach
is used for ETSA and Dai and Wu’s algorithm: only backbone
nodes (elected by ETSA or Dai and Wu’s algorithm) forward
RREQ packets. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

The size of the BNet constructed by MR-BSA is strictly upper
bounded by a constant value that is independent of , whereas
the size of the BNet constructed by ETSA or Dai and Wu’s algo-
rithm is only bounded by a constant value in average cases (but
not in the worst case scenario). We observe that MR-BSA gen-
erates a smaller and more stable BNet than that obtained under
Dai and Wu’s algorithm even though the MR-BSA scheme only

uses one-hop complete neighborhood and two-hop BN neigh-
borhood information—while Dai and Wu’s algorithm requires
complete two-hop neighborhood data.

We observe that the per node Hello message rates of the
MR-BSA and the ETSA schemes stay lower than 0.2 kb/s, and
is independent of the nodal density (since the Hello messages
issued by MR-BSA and ETSA only include the one-hop BN
neighbor list). On the other hand, Hello messages used in Dai
and Wu’s algorithm include the full one-hop neighbor list. As
a result, their Hello message send rate per node increases along
with the nodal density.

The data delivery ratio of AODV starts to drop dramatically
when the offered traffic load exceeds 300 kb/s, because of
the high rate of generated RREQ packets. On the other hand,
the data delivery ratio of backbone-based schemes (MR-BSA,
ETSA, and Dai and Wu’s algorithm) starts to drop gradually
from 500 kb/s. The high control overhead (high rate of Hello
messages) of Dai and Wu’s algorithm causes the data delivery
ratio of Dai and Wu’s algorithm to be lower than that obtained
under MR-BSA. Control message overhead generated by the
ETSA and MR-BSA schemes is about the same. However, the
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size of the BNet constructed by ETSA becomes larger and more
unstable with higher traffic load, impairing the data delivery
ratio under ETSA.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a scalable, fully distributed MR-BSA
that is used for constructing and maintaining a BNet in a mesh
network environment. The MR-BSA scheme presented here
guarantees to construct and maintain a connected BNet in
which: The size of the BNet is independent of (where
denotes the number of network nodes), the construction of the
BNet occurs in a period of time that is of the order (versus ) of

, and the control message size is of the order (versus ) of
per node. The presented topology construction algorithm

and its employment by the presented routing mechanism are
shown to reduce routing overhead and to provide scalable and
efficient operation of the system. Our algorithm can also be
generalized to the case under which there are more available
channels than the number of radios. In this case, a carefully de-
signed channel assignment algorithm will have to be developed.
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